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in 2002 the Commission established the Study Group to
deal with the matter.

problems. The former have to do with the jurisdiction and
inter se. The
Commission has decided to leave this question aside. The
issue of institutional competencies is best dealt with by
the institutions themselves. The Commission has instead

develop precisely in order to deviate from what was ear-

248.

It is quite important to note that such deviations

late the experienced differences between the interests
or values that appear relevant in particular situations or
-

How should the relationship between such “boxes” be
conceived? More concretely, if the rules in two or more

-

246. Like the majority of academic commentators, the
Commission has understood the subject to have both
-

in turn, certain provisions of treaties enter into the corpus

cation and expansion of international law”. On the one
-

the development and expansion of international law in
response to the demands of a pluralistic world. At the

the law itself.
mentation is inevitable, it is desirable to have a framethe 1969 Vienna Convention. One aspect that unites pracare understood by the relevant actors to be covered by the
law of treaties. This means that the 1969 Vienna Conven-

niques international lawyers have used to deal with the
247. The rationale for the Commission’s treatment of

250. In order to do that, the Commission’s Study Group

problems of coherence in international law. New types
to respond to new technical and functional requirements.
national environment. “Trade law” develops as an instrument to respond to opportunities created by comparative

relationships between such rules and principles so as to
determine how they should be used in any particular disof the principles that should be taken into account when
rules and principles.
2.

comes with its own principles, its own form of expertise
and its own “ethos”, not necessarily identical to the ethos
and rely on principles that may often point in different
includes new types of treaty clauses or practices that may

CONCLUSIONS OF THE WORK OF THE STUDY GROUP

251. The conclusions reached in the work of the Study
Group are as follows:
(a) General
(1)

. International

178

system, international law is not a random collection of
-

standard. However, in practice treaties often act as
by reference to the relevant customary law and
973

to earlier or later moments in time.

(6)
the

determine the precise relationship between two or more
rules and principles that are both valid and applicable in
respect of a situation.971 For that purpose the relevant rela-

way. Which consideration should be predominant—i.e.

. This is the case
where one norm assists in the interpretation of another.
A norm may assist in the interpretation of another norm

. This is the case where two
norms that are both valid and applicable point to incompatible decisions so that a choice must be made between them.
.

more norms to each other, the norms should be interpreted
vention, and especially the provisions in its articles 31–33
(4)
accepted principle that when several norms bear on a sin-

. The maxim

(7)

. That special law has pri-

of the particular features of the context in which it is to be

(8)
lex specialis. Most of international law
is dispositive. This means that special law may be used
to apply, clarify, update or modify, as well as set aside,
(9)

lex specialis
974

and applicable and will, in accordance with the principle
relevant special law and will become fully applicable in
situations not provided for by the latter.975
v.
, vol. 300 (1995), pp. 34 et seq.

-

v.

States Claims Tribunal Reports, vol. 8, p. 373, at p. 378. For applicasee
Reports

treaty, between provisions within two or more treaties,
and between a treaty and a non-treaty standard, as well
as between two non-treaty standards.972 The source of the
971
That two norms are
each cover the facts of which the situation consists. That two norms are

972

, UNRIAA, vol. XXI (Sales No. E/F.95.V.2), pp. 53 et
seq., at pp. 99–100 (or ILR, vol. 52 (1979), pp. 97 et seq.
Case C-96/00,
, (2002-7), pp. 6367 et seq., at pp. 6398–6399,
v.
p. 57,

. The appli-

, pp. 203
et seq., at p. 225, para. 69. For application between different instruments, see
(footnote 26 above),
p. 31. For application between a treaty and non-treaty standards, see
Corporation v.
, Case No.

(b)
(5)

norm—should be decided contextually.

may also often create a more equitable result and it may

are applied in conjunction.

(3)

. The relationship between
maxim and other norms of interpreta-

, vol. 258 (1993), pp. 34 et seq., at
v.
, vol. 77 (1984), pp. 6 et seq., at p. 27,

, p. 6, at p. 44. In that case, the Court said: “Where therefore

Court must attribute decisive effect to that practice for the purpose of
973

In

claim based on a customary-law rule if it has by treaty already provided
means for settlement of a such a claim” (p. 137, para. 274).
974
Thus, in
(see footnote 887 above), the ICJ noted: “It will … be clear
that customary international law continues to exist and to apply, sepalaw have an identical content” (p. 96, para. 179).
975
In the
, p. 226, the ICJ described the relationship
way: “the protection of the International Covenant of Civil and Political
the Covenant … . The test of what is an arbitrary deprivation of life, however, then falls to be determined by the applicable
, namely,

(10)

. Certain types of

976

special law.
set out in conclusions (32), (33), (40) and (41) below.977
Moreover, there are other considerations that may provide
in which case the

presumption may not apply.

several treaties or a treaty and treaties plus non-treaty
developments (subsequent practice or customary law).979
Finally, sometimes all the rules and principles that

Whether such prevalence may be inferred from the
-

may often be considered in their entirety.

frustrate the purpose
the special law.

(13)

-

pretation and application should, to the extent possible,
(14)

(c)
(11)

lex specia-

lis
(15)

:

.
administer the relevant rules.
980

mary) rules is accompanied by a special set of (secondThis is the main case provided for under article 55 of the
draft articles on responsibility of States for internationally
978

979

See

,

between the Allied and Associated Powers and Germany (Treaty of
Versailles) “differ on more than one point from those to which other
nations at peace with Germany, whereas free access to the other Gerof Versailles are therefore self-contained” (pp. 23–24).
980
Thus, in
v.
,
, the Court canvassed the

use of a certain weapon in warfare, is to be considered an arbitrary deprivation of life contrary to Article 6 of the Covenant, can only be decided
the terms of the Covenant itself” (p. 240, para. 25).
976

is “special”. In practice, lawyers are usually able to operate this distinction by reference to the context in which it appears.
977
In the
, UNRIAA, vol. XXIII (Sales No.
E/F.04/V.15) p. 59, the tribunal observed: “[e]ven then, [the OSPAR
Convention] must defer to the relevant
with which the Parties’
also ILR, vol. 126 (2005), p. 364.
978

141. In
a (see
footnote 190 above), the ICJ said: “The rules of diplomatic law, in

a vacuum. The Court must also take into account any relevant rules
tion and, consequently, determine State responsibility in conformity
treaty. The Convention should be interpreted as far as possible in harmony with other principles of international law of which it forms part”
(p. 351, para. 57).
Similarly, in
,
Report of the Panel of 1 May 2000 (WT/DS163/R), the Appellate Body
the DSU requires that we seek within the context of a particular dispute
with customary rules of interpretation of public international law. Howthe economic relations between the WTO Members. Such international

the other, foresees their possible abuse by members of the mission and
such abuse” (p. 40, para. 86).

differently, we are of the view that the customary rules of international
law apply to the WTO treaties and to the process of treaty formation
under the WTO” (para. 7.96).

(16)

: failure

special laws have no reasonable prospect of appropriately
could be manifested, for example, by the failure of the
them, persistent non-compliance by one or several of the
parties, desuetude, or withdrawal by parties instrumental
“failed” in this sense, however, would have to be assessed
above all by an interpretation of its constitutional instrubecomes applicable.
(d)

(17)
)
of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides one means within the framework of the Convention
to in conclusion (2) above) may be applied. It requires
the interpreter of a treaty to take into account “any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations
whatever their subject matter, treaties are a creation of
cated upon that fact.

questions which the treaty does not itself resolve in
982

(b
principles of international law.983
Of course, if any other result is indicated by ordinary methunless the relevant principle were part of

in the context of interpretation. In many cases, the issue
of interpretation will be capable of resolution with the
)
deals with the case where material sources external to the
treaty are relevant in its interpretation. These may include
981

(19)

.

(a
(b

( )

. Where a treaty

the treaty is silent on the applicable law and it

in conclusion (19) (a) above, to look for rules developed
in another part of international law to resolve the point.
(21)

. Sys-

other relevant aspects of which are set out in the other par-

law.

the parties are taken to refer to customary

(20)
law
of law are of particular relevance to the interpretation
), especially
where:

c
Law of Treaties

(18)

(a)

. Article 31, para) also requires the interpreter to consider other

Such other rules are of particular relevance where parties to the treaty under interpretation are also parties to
the other treaty, where the treaty rule has passed into or
expresses customary international law or where they proas to the object and purpose of the treaty under interpreta(22)

. International law is a dynamic

) the interpreter should refer
only to rules of international law in force at the time of
the conclusion of the treaty or may also take into account
treaty provision may also be affected by subsequent developments, especially where there are subsequent develop984

982
, French–Mexican Claims Commission,
UNRIAA, vol. V (Sales No. 1952.V.3), p. 327, at p. 422. It was noted

v.
, p. 161, the Court
tional law by reference to article 31 (3) ( ) as follows: “Moreover,
981

In the Oil Platforms case (
)

1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, interpretation must
take into account ‘any relevant rules of international law applicable
in the relations between the parties’ (Art. 31, para. 3 ( )). The Court
), of the 1955 Treaty
was intended to operate wholly independently of the relevant rules of
international law … . The application of the relevant rules of internatask of interpretation entrusted to the Court by … the 1955 Treaty”
(p. 182, para. 41).

for questions which the treaty does not itself resolve in express terms
or in a different way.
983
In the
, p. 125, the Court stated: “It is a rule of interpretation that a text
law and not in violation of it” (p. 142).
984

Palmas case
, UNRIAA,
vol. II (Sales No. 1949.V.1), p. 829, in the context of territorial claims:
-

181

(23)
. Rules of international
law subsequent to the treaty to be interpreted may be
taken into account, especially where the concepts used in
ticular, where: (a) the concept is one which implies tak985

(b

)

circumstances.986

terminated, then it applies only to the extent its provisions
are compatible with those of the later treaty. This is an
supersedes earlier law”.
(25) Limits of the lex posterior
. The applicability of the
principle is, however, limited.
It cannot, for example, be automatically extended to the
case where the parties to the subsequent treaty are not
identical to the parties of the earlier treaty. In such cases,
Vienna Convention, the State that is party to two incompatible treaties is bound
both of its treaty par-

(e)
(24)
article 30 of the 1969 Vienna Convention, when all the
parties to a treaty are also parties to an earlier treaty on
the same subject, and the earlier treaty is not suspended or
to it arises or falls to be settled. … The same principle which subjects
manifestation, shall follow the conditions required by the evolution of
law” (p. 845).
985
In
(see footnote 363 above), the

such a case, article 60 of the Convention may also become
applicable. The question which of the incompatible treaties should be implemented and the breach of which
should attract State responsibility cannot be answered
987
Conclusions (26)–(27) below lay out
(26)
. The

norms of international law. By means of Articles 15 and 19, new environmental norms can be incorporated in the Joint Contractual Plan”
(pp. 67–68, para. 112).
In the arbitral award in the
of 24 May 2005
(UNRIAA, vol. XXVII (Sales No. E/F.06.V.8), p. 35), at issue was not
to the operation and capacity of a railway. Evolutive interpretation was
used to ensure the effective application of the treaty in terms of its object
and purpose. The Tribunal observed that: “The object and purpose of
-

-

that are part of treaties that are institutionally linked or
otherwise intended to advance similar objectives (i.e.
tion of which of them is later in time would not necessarily express any presumption of priority between them.
to implement them as far as possible with the view of
mutual accommodation and in accordance with the prinundermined.

-

the Parties, remains in principle applicable to the adaptation and mod986

See

(footnote 51 above). The Court said that
ties to the Covenant must consequently be deemed to have accepted
United Nations and by way of customary international law. Moreover,
an international instrument has to be interpreted and applied within the
pretation” (p. 31, para. 53).
In
, (see footnote 363 above), the
ICJ noted that “the Court wishes to point out that newly developed
norms of environmental law are relevant for the implementation of the

ensure that the quality of water in the Danube is not impaired and that
nature is protected, to take new environmental norms into consideration
Plan” (p. 67, para. 112).

(27)
.
The
presumption may not apply where the
parties have intended otherwise, which may be inferred
from the nature of the provisions or the relevant instruments, or from their object and purpose. The limitations
that apply in respect of the
presumption in
conclusion (10) may also be relevant with respect to the
.
(28)

.

987

v.

,

, p. 467,
in which the Court held that a prior bilateral treaty between Latvia and
the Russian Federation could not be invoked to limit the application of

State presupposes that any law then in force in its territory should be
in conformity with the Convention. … In the Court’s opinion the same

sions” (pp. 482–483, paras. 60–61).

-

between parties to the relevant treaties. However, when no
where appropriate, to other available means of dispute
-

the means of settlement chosen.
(29) Inter se
modify multilateral treaties by certain of the parties only
(inter se
technique for the more effective implementation of the
Inter se
“(i) does not affect the enjoyment by the other parties of
from which is incompatible with the effective execution
of the object and purpose of the treaty as a whole” (artib) of the 1969 Vienna Convention).
(30)

. When States enter into a treaty

it should be borne in mind that:

mental” or as expressive of “elementary considerations
of humanity”989
tional customary law”.990
may have is usually determined by the relevant context or
(32)
of the rules
be superior to other rules on account of the importance
of its content as well as the universal acceptance of its
superiority. This is the case of peremptory norms of international law (
, Article 53 of the 1969 Vienna
the international community of States as a whole from
991

(33)
cited examples of

norms are the prohibition of

discrimination, apartheid and torture, as well as basic
rules of international humanitarian law applicable in
992
Also,
other rules may have a
character inasmuch as
community of States as a whole as norms from which no
(34)

:
. A rule of international law may also be superior to
other rules by virtue of a treaty provision. This is the case
of Article 103 of the United Nations Charter by virtue of
of the Members of the United Nations under the … Charter
-

(a

(35)

(b
of the treaty and they should not undermine the object and

. The scope of Article 103 of the Charter
of the United Nations extends not only to the Articles of
993

( ) they should, as appropriate, be linked with means
of dispute settlement.

989

Given the

Corfu Channel (see footnote 197 above), p. 22.

(see footnote 975 above), p. 257, para. 79.
991
Article 53 of the 1969 Vienna Convention: “A treaty is void if,
990

(f )

(31)
tional law. The main sources of international law (treaties,
cle 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice)
are not in a hierarchical relationship inter se.988
ences between the two systems. Nevertheless, some rules
of international law are more important than other rules
and for this reason enjoy a superior position or special

same character.”
992
See
pp. 112–113 (commentary to article 40 of the draft articles on State
responsibility, paras. (4)–(6)). See also
, p. 85 (commentary to
article 26, para. (5)). See also
(footnote 637 above), pp. 31–32,
para. 64.
993
See
v.

988

) mentions “judicial

the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules
of law”.

and
v.

, p. 3, at p. 15, paras. 39–40.

character of some Charter provisions, the constitutional
character of the Charter and the established practice of

-

may also prevail over inconsistent customary international law.

person”,998

(36)

(39)

. It

nature of some of its norms, particularly its principles and
purposes and its universal acceptance.994
(37)
versal scope of their applicability. This is the case of oblithe international community as a whole. These rules con995

Every

996

(38)

The relationship between

norms, as referred
to in conclusion (33) above, also have the character of
omnes
omnes
true.997 Not all
994
995

In the words of the ICJ, “an essential distinction should be drawn

lomatic protection. By their very nature the former are the concern of
tions

”(

999

partes)1000
ciaries. In addition, issues of territorial status have frequently been addressed in
to their opposability to all States.1001 Thus, boundary and
because they have effect

”.1002

(40) The relationship between

. The Charter of the United Nations has been universally accepted by
norms and
Security Council shall act in accordance with the Purposes
and Principles of the United Nations which include norms
that have been subsequently treated as
.
(41)

:

(a
becomes thereby
(b
of the United Nations becomes inapplicable as a result of

(see footnote 35
-

to the international community, in view of its common values and its
States to take action” (Yearbook of the Institute of International Law,
Session of Krakow 2005—Second Part, vol. 71-II (2006), p. 297, resoin the International Law”), art. 1 (a)).
996
See
b) of the draft articles on responsibility of
article 1 of the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field (Convention I), the Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of
the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea
(Convention II), the Geneva Convention relative to the Treatment of
Prisoners of War (Convention III), and the Geneva Convention relative
to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (Convention IV),
997

ers are conferred by international instruments of a universal or quasiuniversal character” (
(footnote 35 above) p. 32, para. 34). See also
v.
, p. 90, at p. 102, para. 29. See
also
Palestinian Territory (footnote 950 above), pp. 199 and 200, paras. 155
-

see
note 904 above), pp. 615–616, para. 31, and
pp. 31–32, para. 64. In the
,

v.

(foot-

(footnote 637 above),
, see

v.

, ILR, vol. 121 (2002), p. 260, para. 151.
(footnote 35
above) p. 32, para. 34.
999
998

the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
1000
See Yearbook of the Institute of International Law (footnote 995
above), resolution I, article 1 (b).
1001
“In my view, when a title to an area of maritime jurisdiction
exists—be it to a continental shelf or (
exists
, i.e., is opposable to all States under international
law” (separate opinion of Vice-President Oda,
De Castro in
status—like the iura in re with which it is sometimes confused—is
effective inter omnes and
(footnote 997 above), at
p. 248, paras. 78–79.
1002
v.
, Arbitration Tribunal, 9 October 1998, ILR, vol. 114
(1999), p. 1, at p. 48, para. 153.

(42)

.

resolved in accordance with the principle of harmoni-

norms referred to in this section and another norm of
international law, the latter should, to the extent possible, be interpreted in a manner consistent with the former. In case this is not possible, the superior norm will
prevail.

